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1. Course Description
The professor teaching this course has had a great deal of of experience as a senior officer in both the
central and local governments, such as diplomat, deputy mayor, administrative manager and as a
pioneer of the "One village one product movement" (a typical policy for local development, spreading
throughout Japan). The professor also holds the title of the honorary professor at the Local Autonomy
College, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications.
Through seminar Ⅲ　and Ⅳ, the students can have the future plan as the civil servants.In this seminar ,
they will complete their own final reports and graduation thesis. The students by turns give
presentaition on their final reports.They can get the knowledge,accoplishment and attitude of DP(1・2・
3） .

<Comment>
The professor teaching in this course has a great deal of experience as a senior officer in both the
central and local governments, such as diplomat, deputy mayor, administrative manager and as a
pioneer of the "One village one product movement" (a typical policy for local development, spreading
throughout Japan). The professor also holds the title of the honorary professor at the Local Autonomy
College, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications.
Through seminar Ⅲand Ⅳ, the students can have the future plan as the civil servants. In this seminar,
they will complete their own final reports and graduation thesis. The students by turn give a
presentation on their final reports. 
The students can learn more about the knowledge, accomplishment and attitude in DP (1,2,3).

2. Course Objectives
The students will study the public policies aimed at solving various problems in the local government.
Then they will discuss these matters and look for solutions to propose their final reports and
graduatiion thesis.Through these efforts, the students will be able to establish their own decision-making
skills and self-reliance spirit. 

<Comment>
The students will study the public policies aimed at solving various problems in the local government.
Then they will discuss these matters and look for solutions to propose their final reports and
graduation thesis. Through these efforts, the students will be able to establish their own decision-making
skills and self-reliance spirit.

3. Grading Policy
Reports(100%)

<Comment>
訂正無し

4. Textbook and Reference
Textbook

" The real face of the local autonomy in the UK and Japan" Shigeru Naiki,Gyousei,
ISBN978-4-324-10126-1

<Comment>
訂正無し

5. Requirements(Assignments)

To have interests in the current topics 

<Comment>
Students must have the interests in the current topics.

6. Note

7. Schedule
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